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FIG. 2

(57) Abstract: One embodiment is directed a powered device that comprises a connector to connect a multi-conductor cable to the powered device and device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition. The powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable. The powered device is configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit. The powered device further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to the first partition and the second partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between the first partition and the second partition. Other embodiments are disclosed.
ISOLATION IN POWER-OVER-ETHERNET POWERED DEVICES

Background

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the use of multiple limited-power circuits for Power over Ethernet powered devices, and more particularly, the use of one or more isolation devices to communicate information between multiple paths in powered devices.

[0002] Power over Ethernet ("POE") allows network cables to carry electrical power. Use of POE systems may eliminate the need to run separate power to devices by a single network cable (e.g., an Ethernet cable) to carry both power and data to the devices. POE is intended to comply with certain requirements and safety rules for lower power and voltage circuits to allow for installation of POE systems by a non-electrician. Specifically, POE may have requirements similar to those for limited power source ("LPS") and safety extra low voltage ("SELV") circuits (e.g., LPS and SELV circuits may be limited to less than 60 VDC and less than 100W).

[0003] In some instances, a powered device may require power above the limits set for LPS systems (e.g., more than 100W). In many POE systems, two pairs within a four-pair Category 5 or higher cable may form an LPS circuit to provide power to a powered device. A four-pair Category 5 or higher cable is also referred to here as a "CAT cable." One pair may function as the voltage source, V+, and the other pair may function as the voltage return, V-. The LPS circuit formed by the two-pair POE circuit may be capable of providing up to 100W of power. The other two pairs in the four-pair CAT cable may remain unused. If the two unused pair were to be utilized, another 100W may be provided to the powered device. It may be permitted to have more than one LPS circuit in a multi-conductor cable. But, the power from more than one LPS may not be combined in the powered devices
pursuant to certain requirements and safety rules. Each LPS circuit in the multi-conductor cable should remain separate and isolated.

Summary

[0004] One embodiment is directed to a powered device configured for receiving power from a multi-conductor cable and communicating information over the multi-conductor cable. The powered device comprises a connector to connect the multi-conductor cable to the powered device and device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition. The powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable. The powered device is configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit. The powered device further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to the first partition and the second partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between the first partition and the second partition.

[0005] Another embodiment is directed to a method of providing power and communicating information to a powered device over a multi-conductor cable. The powered device comprises device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition. The method comprises receiving power from a first cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable to separately power the first partition and receiving power from a second cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable to separately power the second partition. The method further comprises powering isolating the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit, and communicating
information between the first partition and the second partition using at least one isolation device in the powered device that is coupled to the first partition and the second partition.

[0006] Another embodiment is directed to a powered device configured for receiving power from first and second multi-conductor cables and communicating information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables. The powered device comprises first and second connectors to connect the first and second multi-conductor cables to the powered device and device circuits partitioned into a first partition, a second partition, a third partition, and a fourth partition. The powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable. The powered device is configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit. The powered device is configured to receive power from a third cable circuit and a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable. The powered device is configured to separately power the third partition using power received from the third cable circuit and power the fourth partition using power received from the fourth cable circuit and to power isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit. The powered device further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

[0007] Another embodiment is directed to a method of providing power to a powered device over first and second multi-conductor cables. The powered device is
configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables. The powered device comprises device circuits partitioned into a first partition, a second partition, a third partition, and a fourth partition. The method comprises receiving power from a first cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the first partition, receiving power from a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the second partition, receiving power from a third cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the third partition, and receiving power from a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the fourth partition. The method further comprises powering isolating the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit and powering isolating the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit. The method further comprises communicating information between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition using at least one isolation device coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

[0008] Another embodiment is directed to a powered device assembly comprising a first powered device configured to receive power from a first multi-conductor cable and a second device configured to receive power from a second multi-conductor cable. At least one of the first powered device and the second powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables. The first powered device comprises a first connector to connect the first multi-conductor cable to the first powered device and first device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition. The first powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second
cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable. The first powered device configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit. The second powered device comprises a second connector to connect the second multi-conductor cable to the second powered device and second device circuits partitioned into a third partition and a fourth partition. The second powered device is configured to receive power from a third cable circuit and a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable, the second powered device configured to separately power the third partition using power received from the third cable circuit and power the fourth partition using power received from the fourth cable circuit and to power isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit. The powered device assembly further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

[0009] Another embodiment is directed to a method of providing power to a powered device assembly over first and second multi-conductor cables. The powered device assembly comprises first and second powered devices. At least one of the first powered device and the second powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables. The first powered device comprises first device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition. The second powered device comprising second device circuits comprising a third partition and a fourth partition. The method
comprises receiving power from a first cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the first partition, receiving power from a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the second partition, receiving power from a third cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the third partition, and receiving power from a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the fourth partition. The method further comprises powering isolating the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit and powering isolating the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit. The method further comprises communicating information between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition using at least one isolation device coupled to the at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

**Drawings**

[0010] FIG. 1 shows an example of a telecommunications system environment that may be used for implanting the techniques described herein.

[0011] FIG. 2 shows a power-over-Ethernet (POE) powered device having two isolated limited power source (LPS) circuits over one four-pair Category 5 or higher (CAT) cable.

[0012] FIG. 3 shows a powered device having four LPS circuits on two CAT cables.

[0013] FIG. 4 shows example in which a single logical powered device is partitioned into multiple, physically distinct powered devices that are connected by an electrically isolated media.
FIG. 5 shows an opto-isolator as one example of an isolation device for powered device such as those shown in FIGS. 2 through 4.

FIG. 6 shows a transformer as another example of an isolation device for powered devices such as those shown in FIGS. 2 through 4.

**Detailed Description**

In one aspect, separate circuits may be maintained in a single powered device, with each circuit under the 100 Watt (W) LPS limit, but together make more than 100W available to the powered device as a whole using one four-pair Ethernet cable. The circuits may be partitioned in such a manner such that each partition consumes less than 100W. High-isolation interface circuits may be used to provide sufficient electrical isolation such that each partition and its powering LPS circuit may be considered as a separate circuit in light of the relevant requirements and safety rules.

FIG. 1 shows an example of a telecommunications system 100 that may be used for implementation of the techniques described here.

The telecommunications system 100 may include a base station 102 communicatively coupled to a DAS 104 via a head-end unit 106 in the DAS 104. The DAS 104 includes the head-end unit 106 and multiple remote units 108 communicatively coupled to the head-end unit 106. Each remote unit 108 includes or is coupled to at least one antenna 110. For illustrative purposes, one head-end unit 106 and two remote units 108 are depicted in FIG. 1. However, any number of head-end units 106 and remote units 108 may be included in a DAS 104.

The head-end unit 106 may include a master unit or other suitable unit that may communicate with one or more base stations or other transceiver devices in
communication with the DAS 104. The head-end unit 106 may include, for example, an optical transceiver that transmits optical signals to the remote units 108. The head-end unit 106 or other suitable unit may communicate with remote units 108 in different coverage zones of the same DAS 104.

[0020] The DAS 104 may communicate signals to and from mobile stations or other terminal devices via the head-end unit 106 and the remote units 108 that service one or more coverage zones. The head-end unit 106 may be communicatively coupled with the base station 102 and the remote units 108 in any suitable manner. Communicatively coupling devices in a DAS 104 or other telecommunication system may involve establishing, maintaining, or otherwise using a communication link (e.g., a cable, an optical fiber, a wireless link, etc.) to communicate information between the devices. Any suitable types of communication lines may be used in the DAS 104. A suitable communication link may be a wired connection or a wireless connection. Types of wired connections may include, for example, a connection via a copper cable, an optical fiber, or another suitable communication medium. Types of wireless connections may include, for example, a wireless radio frequency ("RF") communication link or a microwave link. The type of communication link between the base station 102 and the head-end unit 106 may be the same as or different from the type of communication link between the head-end unit 106 and the remote units 108.

Although FIG. 1 depicts direct links between the head-end unit 106 and the remote units 108, other implementations are possible. In some aspects, the head-end unit 106 may be communicatively coupled to the remote units 108 via one or more extension units or other intermediate devices (not shown).
Radio frequency signals transmitted from the base station 102 are received at the head-end unit 106. The head-end unit 106 uses the downlink RF signals to generate a downlink transport signal that is distributed to one or more of the remote units 108. Each such remote unit 108 receives the downlink transport signal and reconstructs a version of the downlink RF signals based on the downlink transport signal and causes the reconstructed downlink RF signals to be radiated from at least one antenna 110 coupled to or included in that remote unit 108. A similar process is performed in the uplink direction. RF signals transmitted from mobile stations are received at each remote unit 108. Each remote unit 108 uses the uplink RF signals to generate an uplink transport signal that is transmitted from the remote unit 108 to the head-end unit 106. The head-end unit 106 receives and combines the uplink transport signals transmitted from the remote units 108. The head-end unit 106 reconstructs a combined version of the uplink RF signals received at the various remote units 108 and communicates the reconstructed uplink RF signals to the base station 102. In this way, the coverage of the base station 102 can be expanded using the DAS 104.

The DAS 104 can use either digital transport, analog transport, or combinations of digital and analog transport for communicating between the head-end unit 106 and the remote units 108. The examples described below are described, for the purposes of illustration, as being implemented using digital transport. However, it is to be understood that such examples can also be implemented in DASs that use analog transport or combinations of analog and digital transport.

In embodiments where the DAS 104 uses digital transport for communicating between the head-end unit 106 and the remote units 108, digital
samples indicative of the original wireless signals are communicated between the head-end unit 106 and the remote units 108. In such embodiments, the digital samples can be in the form of digital in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) samples (though it is to be understood that other embodiments can use other forms of digital samples). Digital IQ samples can be produced from an analog wireless signal received at radio frequency (RF) by down-converting the received signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) or to baseband, digitizing the down-converted signal to produce real digital samples, and digitally down-converting the real digital samples to produce digital in-phase and quadrature samples. These digital IQ samples can also be filtered, amplified, attenuated, and/or re-sampled or decimated to a lower sample rate. The digital samples can be produced in other ways. The portion of wireless spectrum can include, for example, a band of wireless spectrum, a sub-band of a given band of wireless spectrum, or an individual wireless carrier. Likewise, an analog wireless signal can be produced from digital IQ samples by digitally up-converting the digital IQ samples to produce real digital samples, performing a digital-to-analog process on the real samples in order to produce an IF or baseband analog signal, and up-converting the IF or baseband analog signal to the desired RF frequency. The digital IQ samples can also be filtered, amplified, attenuated, and/or re-sampled or interpolated to a higher sample rate. The analog signal can be produced in other ways (for example, where the digital IQ samples are provided to a quadrature digital-to-analog converter that directly produces the analog IF or baseband signal).

[0024] In some aspects, one or more of the remote units 108 of the DAS 104 may be implemented as a powered device implementing the techniques described below. For example, where the DAS 104 is implemented as a "digital" DAS 104,
each remote unit 108 may include hardware/logic circuits (e.g., field-programmable gate arrays, PHY circuits, processors), RF circuits (transmitters, receivers, synthesizers), and/or data conversion circuits (analog-to-digital converters ("ADCs"), digital-to-analog converters ("DACs")). For example, the remote unit 108 may be partitioned such that the hardware/logic circuits and the data conversion circuits are in one partition, and the RF circuits are in a second partition. In such an example, it may be necessary for electrical signals to cross from one partition to the second partition. This may be accomplished by sending the electrical signals through an isolation device (e.g., transformer, opto-isolator). In another example, the data conversion circuits may be included in a partition with the RF circuits and the hardware/logic circuits may be in a separate partition. There, the digitized ADC and DAC signals may be passed through the isolation device.

[0025] The techniques described below can be used in other applications. For example, the techniques described below can be used with one or more nodes of an analog DAS, a hybrid digital/analog DAS, or a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN) or with a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network (for example, a small cell or femto-cell) or a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP) (for example, a WLAN AP deployed in a conventional data network and/or a WLAN AP used in or with a radio access network, such as a WLAN AP deployed in an LTE in Unlicensed Spectrum (LTE-U) deployment, in an LTE License Assisted Access (LAA) deployment, and/or in an LTE-WLAN Radio Level Aggregation (LWA) deployment). The techniques described below can be used in other applications.

[0026] FIG. 2 shows a power-over-Ethernet (POE) powered device 200 having two isolated cable circuits 202 (individually referenced as 202-1 and 202-2)
over one four-pair CAT cable 204. In this example, each cable circuit 202 is implemented as a LPS circuit 202. The powered device 200 can, for example, be a node in a DAS (for example a remote unit 108 or an intermediary unit in a digital, analog, or hybrid digital/analog DAS). The powered device 200 can be a node in a similar type of system such as a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN) (for example, a remote radio point in a C-RAN), a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network (for example, a small cell or femto-cell), and/or a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP) (for example, a WLAN AP deployed in a conventional data network and/or a WLAN AP used in or with a radio access network, such as a WLAN AP deployed in an LTE in Unlicensed Spectrum (LTE-U) deployment, in an LTE License Assisted Access (LAA) deployment, and/or in an LTE-WLAN Radio Level Aggregation (LWA) deployment). The powered device 200 can be used in other ways.

[0027] The first LPS circuit 202-1 is defined by $V_{1+}/V_{1-}$ in Pair 1 206 and Pair 2 206 of the four-pair CAT cable 204. The second LPS circuit 202-2 is defined by $V_{2+}/V_{2-}$ in Pair 3 206 and Pair 4 206 of the four-pair CAT cable 204. Isolation between the two LPS circuits 202 may be maintained by a modular connector 208 (e.g., a RJ45 modular connector). An Ethernet transformer 210 includes isolation sufficient to keep the LPS circuits 202 electrically isolated. Each LPS circuit 202 may provide less than 100W to the powered device 200, and the circuits in the powered device 200 (also referred to here as "device circuits") are partitioned such that each partition 212 consumes less power that what the corresponding LPS circuit 202 may provide. The partitions 212 may be kept electrically isolated from each other. But, signals may be communicated from one partition 212 to the other through one or more isolation devices 214. The insulation devices 214 may be one
or a combination of transformers, opto-isolators, or other devices capable of providing sufficient isolation to maintain the isolation of the LPS circuits 202.

[0028] In some aspects, the same isolation techniques may be applied in cables having more conductors or with multiple CAT cables powering to a single powered device that has been properly partitioned. Figure 3 shows a powered device 300 having four cable circuits 302 on two CAT cables 304. In this example, each of the cable circuits 302 is implemented as an LPS circuit 302. The powered device 300 can, for example, be a node in a DAS (for example a remote unit 108 or an intermediary unit in a digital, analog, or hybrid digital/analog DAS). The powered device 300 can be a node in a similar type of system such as a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN) (for example, a remote radio point in a C-RAN), a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network (for example, a small cell or femto-cell), and/or a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP) (for example, a WLAN AP deployed in a conventional data network and/or a WLAN AP used in or with a radio access network, such as a WLAN AP deployed in an LTE in Unlicensed Spectrum (LTE-U) deployment, in an LTE License Assisted Access (LAA) deployment, and/or in an LTE-WLAN Radio Level Aggregation (LWA) deployment). The powered device 300 can be used in other ways.

[0029] The upper 4-pair CAT cable 304 includes the first LPS circuit 302-1 defined by V1+/V1- in Pair 1 306 and Pair 2 306 and the second LPS circuit defined by V2+/V2- in Pair 3 306 and Pair 4 306. The lower 4-pair CAT cable 304 includes the third LPS circuit 302-3 defined by V1+/V1- in Pair 1 306 and Pair 2 306 and the fourth LPS circuit 302-4 defined by V2+/V2- in Pair 3 306 and Pair 4 306. Isolation between the two LPS circuits 302-1 and 302-2 in the upper 4-pair CAT cable 304 may be maintained by an RJ45 modular connector 308 and isolation between the
two LPS circuits 302-3 and 302-4 in the lower 4-pair CAT cable 304 may be maintained by a second RJ45 modulator connector 308. The LPS circuits 302 are isolated by Ethernet transformers 310 for each of the respective CAT cables 304.

[0030] In the example shown in FIG. 3, the active electronics of the powered device 300 (also referred to here as the "device circuits") are partitioned into four partitions 312. Similar to what is shown in FIG. 2, signals may be communicated from one partition 312 to another partition 312 through one or more isolation devices 314 (e.g., transformers, opto-isolators). This configuration may be more cost effective than running a single power connection to an AC main power source.

[0031] For safety reasons, the circuits may be physically isolated in addition to electrically isolating them to prevent fire. This may be accomplished by partitioning a single logical powered device 400 (also referred to here as a "powered device assembly") into multiple, physically distinct powered devices 401 that are connected by an electrically isolated media as shown in FIG. 4. The powered device assembly 400 can, for example, be a node in a DAS (for example a remote unit 108 or an intermediary device such as an expansion unit in a digital, analog, or hybrid digital/analog DAS). The powered device 400 can be a node in a similar type of system such as a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN) (for example, a remote radio point in a C-RAN), a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network (for example, a small cell or femto-cell), and/or a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP) (for example, a WLAN AP deployed in a conventional data network and/or a WLAN AP used in or with a radio access network, such as a WLAN AP deployed in an LTE in Unlicensed Spectrum (LTE-U) deployment, in an LTE License Assisted Access (LAA) deployment, and/or in an LTE-WLAN Radio Level
Aggregation (LWA) deployment). The powered device assembly 400 can be used in other ways.

[0032] The elements of the example in FIG. 4 that are similar to corresponding elements of the exemplary embodiment shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 are referenced in FIG. 4 using the same reference numerals used in FIGS. 2 and 3 but with the leading numeral changed from a "2" or "3" to a "4". Except as described below, the description of the elements set forth above in connection with the examples shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 applies to the corresponding elements of the example shown in FIG. 4 but generally will not be repeated in connection with FIG. 4 for the sake of brevity.

[0033] In the example shown in FIG. 4, signals may be communicated from one partition 412 to another partition 412 within the same physical powered device 401 through one or more isolation devices 414 (e.g., transformers, opto-isolators). Also, in this example, signals may be communicated from a partition 412 in one physical powered device 401 to a partition 412 within the other physical powered device 401 through one or more isolation devices 414 (e.g., transformers, opto-isolators).

[0034] FIG. 5 shows an opto-isolator 501 as one example of an isolation device 500 for powered device such as those shown in FIGS. 2 through 4.

[0035] The opto-isolator 501 includes a photo-diode 504 and a photo-transistor 506. The opto-isolator 501 may provide isolation between two LPS circuits 502, Limited Power Circuit 1 502-1 and Limited Power Circuit 2 502-2. The opto-isolator 501 may also provide a means for communicating across an isolated boundary (represented by the dotted lines) between the two LPS circuits 502. The opto-isolator 501 may receive signals from a data source connected to Limited Power Circuit 1 502-1. The signals may be used to turn the photo-diode 504 of the
opto-isolator 501 on and off. Light emitted by the photo-diode 504 may be detected by the photo-transistor 506 to allow data to be detected by Limited Power Circuit 2 502-2 on the opposite side of the isolation boundary. The photo-diode 504 and the photo-transistor 506 may be physically isolated from each other to provide upwards of thousands of volts of isolation.

[0036] FIG. 6 shows a transformer 601 as another example of an isolation device 600 for powered devices such as those shown in FIGS. 2 through 4.

[0037] Similar to the opto-isolator described in FIG. 5, the transformer 601 may provide isolation and a means for communicating between two LPS circuits 602, Limited Power Circuit 1 602-1 and Limited Power Circuit 2 602-2. The isolation boundary (represented by the dotted line) separates the windings 604 of the transformer 601. Signals from a data source connected to Limited Power Circuit 1 602-1 may produce currents in the first transformer winding 604-1. The currents produce magnetic fields that induce currents in the second transformer winding 604-2 which allows data to be received by the data receiver connected to Limited Power Circuit 2 602-2. The transformer windings 604 may be isolated by insulation material that may provide upwards of thousands of volts of isolation.

[0038] The foregoing description of the examples, including illustrated examples, has been presented only for the purpose of illustration and description and is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the subject matter to the precise forms disclosed. Numerous modifications, adaptations, and uses thereof will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of this disclosure. The illustrative examples described above are given to introduce the reader to the general subject matter discussed here and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosed concepts.
Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A powered device configured for receiving power from a multi-conductor cable and communicating information over the multi-conductor cable, the powered device comprising:
   a connector to connect the multi-conductor cable to the powered device; and
   device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition;
   wherein the powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable, the powered device configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and
   wherein the powered device further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to the first partition and the second partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between the first partition and the second partition.

2. The powered device of claim 1, wherein the first cable circuit comprises a first limited power service (LPS) circuit and the second cable circuit comprises a second LPS circuit.

3. The powered device of claim 1, further comprising a transformer configured to electrically isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and
wherein the connector is configured to physically isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit.

4. The powered device of claim 1, wherein the at least one isolation device comprises an opto-isolator coupled to the first partition and the second partition and including a photo-diode and a photo-transistor configured to enable the information to be communicated between the first partition and the second partition.

5. The powered device of claim 4, wherein the photo-diode and the photo-transistor are physically separated such that the photo-diode and the photo-transistor provide over 1000 volts of isolation between the first partition and the second partition.

6. The powered device of claim 1, wherein the at least one isolation device comprises a transformer coupled to the first partition and the second partition and including transformer windings configured to enable the information to be communicated between the first partition and the second partition.

7. The powered device of claim 1, wherein the multi-conductor cable comprises a category (CAT) cable.

8. The powered device of claim 1, wherein the powered device comprises at least one of:
   
a node of a distributed antenna system;

   a node in a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN);
a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network; or
a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP).

9. The powered device of claim 1, wherein the powered device is configured to communicate information over the multi-conductor cable according to an Ethernet protocol.

10. A method of providing power and communicating information to a powered device over a multi-conductor cable, wherein the powered device comprises device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition, the method comprising:

   receiving power from a first cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable to separately power the first partition;

   receiving power from a second cable circuit provided over the multi-conductor cable to separately power the second partition;

   powering isolating the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and

   communicating information between the first partition and the second partition using at least one isolation device in the powered device that is coupled to the first partition and the second partition.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein communicating information to a powered device over a multi-conductor is performed according to an Ethernet protocol.
12. A powered device configured for receiving power from first and second multi-conductor cables and communicating information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables, the powered device comprising:

first and second connectors to connect the first and second multi-conductor cables to the powered device; and

device circuits partitioned into a first partition, a second partition, a third partition, and a fourth partition;

wherein the powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable, the powered device configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit;

wherein the powered device is configured to receive power from a third cable circuit and a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable, the powered device configured to separately power the third partition using power received from the third cable circuit and power the fourth partition using power received from the fourth cable circuit and to power isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit; and

wherein the powered device further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.
13. The powered device of claim 12, wherein the first cable circuit comprises a first limited power service (LPS) circuit, the second cable circuit comprises a second LPS circuit, the third cable circuit comprises a third LPS circuit, and the fourth cable circuit comprises a fourth LPS circuit.

14. The powered device of claim 12, further comprising:

a first transformer configured to electrically isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and

a second transformer configured to electrically isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit; and

wherein the first connector is configured to physically isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and

wherein the second connector is configured to physically isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit.

15. The powered device of claim 12, wherein the at least one isolation device comprises an opto-isolator coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and including a photo-diode and a photo-transistor configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

16. The powered device of claim 15, wherein the photo-diode and the photo-transistor are physically separated such that the photo-diode and the photo-
transistor provide over 1000 volts of isolation between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

17. The powered device of claim 12, wherein the at least one isolation device comprises a transformer coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and including transformer windings configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

18. The powered device of claim 12, wherein the first and second multi-conductor cables comprise first and second category (CAT) cables.

19. The powered device of claim 12, wherein the powered device comprises at least one of:
   a node of a distributed antenna system;
   a node in a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN);
   a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network; or
   a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP).

20. The powered device of claim 12, wherein communicating information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables is performed according to an Ethernet.

21. A method of providing power to a powered device over first and second multi-conductor cables, wherein the powered device is configured to communicate
information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables, wherein the powered device comprises device circuits partitioned into a first partition, a second partition, a third partition, and a fourth partition, the method comprising:

receiving power from a first cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the first partition;

receiving power from a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the second partition;

receiving power from a third cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the third partition;

receiving power from a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the fourth partition;

powering isolating the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit;

powering isolating the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit; and

communicating information between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition using at least one isolation device coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables according to an Ethernet protocol.

23. A powered device assembly comprising:

a first powered device configured to receive power from a first multi-conductor cable; and
a second device configured to receive power from a second multi-conductor cable, wherein at least one of the first powered device and the second powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables;

wherein the first powered device comprises:

a first connector to connect the first multi-conductor cable to the first powered device; and

first device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition;

wherein the first powered device is configured to receive power from a first cable circuit and a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable, the first powered device configured to separately power the first partition using power received from the first cable circuit and power the second partition using power received from the second cable circuit and to power isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit;

wherein the second powered device comprises:

a second connector to connect the second multi-conductor cable to the second powered device; and

second device circuits partitioned into a third partition and a fourth partition;

wherein the second powered device is configured to receive power from a third cable circuit and a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable, the second powered device configured to separately power the third partition using power received from the third cable circuit and power the fourth partition using
power received from the fourth cable circuit and to power isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit;

wherein the powered device assembly further comprises at least one isolation device coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

24. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein the first cable circuit comprises a first limited power service (LPS) circuit, the second cable circuit comprises a second LPS circuit, the third cable circuit comprises a third LPS circuit, and the fourth cable circuit comprises a fourth LPS circuit.

25. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein the first powered device further comprises:

a first transformer configured to electrically isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and

wherein the first connector is configured to physically isolate the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit; and

wherein the second powered device further comprises:

a second transformer configured to electrically isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit; and

wherein the second connector is configured to physically isolate the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit.
26. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein the at least one isolation device comprises an opto-isolator coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and including a photo-diode and a photo-transistor configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

27. The powered device assembly of claim 26, wherein the photo-diode and the photo-transistor are physically separated such that the photo-diode and the photo-transistor provide over 1000 volts of isolation between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

28. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein the at least one isolation device comprises a transformer coupled to at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition and including transformer windings configured to enable information to be communicated between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

29. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein the first and second multi-conductor cables comprise first and second category (CAT) cables.

30. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein the powered device assembly comprises at least one of:

   a node of a distributed antenna system;

   a node in a cloud or centralized radio access network (C-RAN);
a base station or eNodeB in a radio access network; or
a wireless local area network access point (WLAN AP).

31. The powered device assembly of claim 23, wherein at least one of the first powered device and the second powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables according to an Ethernet protocol.

32. A method of providing power to a powered device assembly over first and second multi-conductor cables, wherein the powered device assembly comprises first and second powered devices, wherein at least one of the first powered device and the second powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables, wherein the first powered device comprises first device circuits partitioned into a first partition and a second partition, wherein the second powered device comprising second device circuits comprising a third partition and a fourth partition, the method comprising:

- receiving power from a first cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the first partition;
- receiving power from a second cable circuit provided over the first multi-conductor cable to separately power the second partition;
- receiving power from a third cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the third partition;
- receiving power from a fourth cable circuit provided over the second multi-conductor cable to separately power the fourth partition;
powering isolating the first cable circuit from the second cable circuit;

powering isolating the third cable circuit from the fourth cable circuit; and

communicating information between at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition using at least one isolation device coupled to the at least two of the first partition, the second partition, the third partition, and fourth partition.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein at least one of the first powered device and the second powered device is configured to communicate information over at least one of the first and second multi-conductor cables according to an Ethernet protocol.
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